Thank you for purchasing a Phantom
motorized screen with clear vinyl
Phantom's motorized screens have been designed to give you many years of trouble-free and
reliable operation. The clear vinyl material will help you control the temperature in your outdoor
living space and extend its use throughout the year.

To ensure you enjoy the best out of the screen, please remember the following:
1.

Following installation, leave your screens down for at least 48 hours with the slidebar slightly
off the surface to allow the vinyl to straighten.

2.

The vinyl should be completely dry when it is rolled
up – otherwise there will be a risk of clouding (see
"Troubleshooting" section on the reverse of this card).

3.

Creases and ripples in the vinyl “window”, perimeter vinyl
and welds are to be expected. When the vinyl is rolled
down on a sunny day, the warmth will relax the vinyl and
reduce the rippling or creases.

4.

The vinyl will stiffen in colder temperatures and not roll
up or down as easily.

5.

In order to prevent possible damage, the screen should
not be used in temperatures below freezing.

6.

Ensure there are no obstacles in the path of the
screen's retraction. Always be present and watch the
screen roll up or down.

PLEASE NOTE:

The vinyl screen is not covered by our Warranty and
therefore proper operation, care and cleaning of the vinyl
is vital (see "General Cleaning Instructions" section
on the reverse of this card).

1-888-PHANTOM
phantomscreens.com
(77038-04)

PHANTOM MOTORIZED SCREEN WITH CLEAR VINYL
GENERAL CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS:

TROUBLESHOOTING:

We do not make any specific recommendations
other than the following:

Cloudy vinyl
Your clear vinyl may become clouded if moisture is
trapped in it when the screen is rolled up. To remove
the whiteness, expose the screen to direct sunlight
during the day and it should gradually disappear.

1.

Do not use Rain-X, Pledge, or Plexus this will cause hazing, discoloration and
distortion over time.

2.

Do not leave screens rolled up over
prolonged periods.

3.

Retract the screens nightly to avoid
clouding from trapped moisture, 		
fold distortions, etc.

4.

Wash regularly, removing salt or debris
first by spraying down the screen - not
with a pressure washer. Beware of
washing with trapped grit in your
cloth mitt.

5.

Use a good grade polish, such as IMAR
Strataglass™ Polish or Collinite Insulator
Wax, periodically to protect surface from
the elements.

Wavy vinyl
Waves may form on the screen if it is rolled up for a
long time. You can remove them by allowing the sun
– on a hot day – to thoroughly warm the vinyl. This
will help to remove the waves or ripples.
Water not running off the vinyl
Build-up on the surface of the vinyl may cause poor
water shed off the vinyl screen. Wash thoroughly first
(see General Cleaning Instructions on the left) and
then apply a polish such as IMAR Strataglass™ Polish
or Collinite Insulator Wax. This will help to return
the vinyl to a slick finish. Be meticulous about your
cleaning and polish cloths – any dirt particles may
scratch the vinyl.
1-888-PHANTOM phantomscreens.com

I confirm the following:
I have been shown how to operate the Phantom motorized screen
I have been told how to care for and maintain the vinyl, as well as the motorized unit
I am aware of the limitations of the clear vinyl material and that its warranty is limited to manufacture defect only
I understand that I must register my warranty with my local Authorized Phantom Screens representative or at phantomscreens.com/warranty
I have retained the contact details for my local Authorized Phantom Screens representative
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